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Garden Tractor Talk. Jimgilsonguy Feb 16, Repair or replace? ACmowerguy Dec 26, LeeB Oct
21, Replacing belts on sickle bar for Variable Speed 16 Started by gooseontheloose , Aug 02,
Started by littleguns , Jul 10, GWest Jul 10, Is this a '73? Started by Josh Tracy , May 29, New
Montgomery wards owner 15 hydostatic Started by stevenkd , May 27, Montgomery Ward 15
Mechanical Started by helmet10 , May 12, CananBudde Apr 29, Hoe-trac garden tractor value
Started by owlguy , Apr 17, Frnkflns Mar 22, Started by Josh Tracy , Feb 28, Josh Tracy Mar 06,
Cvans Feb 13, Emmett Dec 27, Identify name and use of a pair of pins found in toolbox of mw
gilson Started by ktznz , May 15, Need dash help Started by GilsonRider , May 08, GilsonRider
May 09, KDoyle77 Mar 02, Sprint 6 Feb 27, What should I price this tractor at? Z71 Sierra Feb 12,
Alltractoredup Feb 03, Ignition coil and alternator stator id Started by Josh Tracy , Dec 15, Josh
Tracy Jan 15, The tractor was purchased in Can someone help me locate these parts or at least
inform me of where I can look to find them? Thank you. JOE M. Lynda, go to sears take off the
tmo and enter in part number box. It will say lawn tractor Mtd press continue then scroll down to
view diaghram then it will take you to the mowing deck for all the parts you need. The steering
is slipping. Do you have Part No's: and ? Richeal I have a montgomery wards riding mower and
it needs to be rewired so do you know where i can find a wiring diagram on a montgomery ward
Jack I need model number of tractor so as toget right wiring diagram for you Gary Cogswell I
am looking for steering parts for a Montgomery Ward Lawn Tractor Model TMO Ser. I hope you
can help me. Model No. I have tried V-belts and they work for a while but go back to slipping. I
have adjusted the speed control adjustments to no avail. It will work for about 10 minutes and
then when I start up a hill it just comes to a stop. If anyone has a suggestion on what to do
next? I was wondering if the O. M parts are absolutely necessary? If so who manufactured these
mowers for Montgomery Ward? Sam Correction to model number in need of belts. I need
steering parts for it but a print of the steering mechanism would also be nice. Can anyone help?
Bill Jack Dhillion I have a wards tractor Gila with a tiller, loaderbucket and rear push blade. I
need instuctions and parts catalog. I was given the tracktor and need to know how to hook up
pushblade and rear mount bucket. Thanks doug i have a montogmery ward lawn tractor and i
am in need of a starter. James I have lawn tractor tmoa can you tell where to find the bearing for
the rear wheel where the axle go's thru right side by the sprocket aaron I just got a montgomery
ward tractor and need a rewired mfg code is tmoeh it was hard to see so some of them might
not be right and it is a kathy letendre i have a montgomery ward tractor model TME and need
the belt that runs the drive. The tractor and tiller is an older model. The numbers on the tiller is
as follows: G1LB which I assume to be a Model number, which I assume to be a Serial number.
Any help you can provide would be appreicated. I need the pulley or the spring that is in the hub
of the pulley. I was told the Tractor Mod. GIL not shure of that. Would be thankful for any Info.
Part of the model was torn off. Can you help a brother out? Eric TmoB need all 3 belts and a
manual Lew Hi folks, To all of you that are looking for Montgomery Wards parts and manuals,
you may be able to get them from Sears Direct. MTD has also bought out many of the brands,
and if you have a manual, you can use the same part number in your manual and just look it up
as an MTD part number. Sometimes, you may have to add an extra "0" right after the dash in
your part number, ie, becomes for the new part number. You can also go to your local hardware
store, and find belts for many mowers. Most of the time, if you can see the number on the belt, if
you go to the hardware store and give them that number, it will be exactly the same number on
the MTD belt. Hope this helps. Stator, generator, I dont know what the age of this tractor is.
Maybee even an owners manual. Can anybody help me out? Need one 4inch diameter pulley
one half inch belt groove that locates on mower deck and turnes the mower blades. MW Part Do
you have this part or can you suggest a source? Thay also handle many other parts such as
mufflers, pully's, etc. Great site. You can find these belts at O'reilly Auto parts for a fair price.
Another answer is these tractors are made by MTD. If you have the original part numbers, you
can visit MTD. Michael Wingfield I have a very old riding mower. Can you tell me what year it is
or how I can find out? Can any one help? Thanks Keith Smith Have Mont. You must include
your email address above to receive this notification. Rear View Backup Camera. Engines Misc.
How much is your farm tractor worth? Find resale prices for tractors built from through today,
with complete specifications and serial numbers. We are in need of a few parts for the deck lift
assembly for a Model TMO tractor. Jack Dhillon. I have a montgomery wards riding mower and it

needs to be rewired so do you know where i can find a wiring diagram on a montgomery ward. I
need model number of tractor so as toget right wiring diagram for you. Gary Cogswell. Thank
you Gary Cogswell. I have a Montgomery Ward lawn tractor and it is in bad need of drive belts.
Correction to model number in need of belts. Tom Bauder. Jack Dhillion I have a wards tractor
Gila with a tiller, loaderbucket and rear push blade. I have lawn tractor tmoa can you tell where
to find the bearing for the rear wheel where the axle go's thru right side by the sprocket. I just
got a montgomery ward tractor and need a rewired mfg code is tmoeh it was hard to see so
some of them might not be right and it is a Jim Lloyd. I am looking for replacement parts for a
Tiller that was pulled behind a Montgomery Ward's. Jim Wyatt. I have a Peerless transaxle Mod.
Thank J D W. Pamela Scribner. I have an old Montgomery Ward Lawn Tractor that needs a belt.
Raul s Garcia. I have a montgomery wards lawn tractor model GILb my question is where can I
buy parts and the operation manual for this old tractor. I have a 30" montgomery wards riding
lawn tractor that the mower blades where removed when i got it how do they go back on or
where can i get a picture diagram thank you. I am in need of a wiring diagram for a Montgomery
Wards lawn tractor. TmoB need all 3 belts and a manual. Hi folks, To all of you that are looking
for Montgomery Wards parts and manuals, you may be able to get them from Sears Direct.
Joseph R Martin. Donald J Rolland. Jerry Simonton. Michael Wingfield. I have a very old riding
mower. Thanks, Mike. Paul Caruso. I need a throttle cable for a model A tractor. Keith Smith.
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